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April 16th, 2019 - Lee M Spetner is an American physicist now in Israel and author known best for his critique of the modern evolutionary synthesis In spite of his opposition to neo Darwinism Spetner proposes a form of non random evolution outlined in his 1996 book Not By Chance Shattering the Modern Theory of Evolution
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January 24th, 2000 - A physicist brings a novel approach that challenges the assumptions of evolution Adapted for the web by Rabbi Shmuel Silinsky Dr Spetner’s book Not By Chance has created a stir among biologists and geneticists It explains a new approach to evaluating evolution and has been hailed by
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April 13th, 2019 - Dr Lee M Spetner is an American and Israeli creationist author mechanical engineer applied biophysicist and physicist known best for his disagreements with the modern synthesis In spite of his opposition to neo Darwinism Spetner accepts a form of non random evolution outlined in his 1996 book Not By Chance Shattering the Modern Theory of Evolution
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April 21st, 2019 - • Not by Chance Shattering the Modern Theory of Evolution Lee Spetner Ph D Massachusetts Institute of Technology 1998 Demonstrates that a fundamental premise of neo Darwinism—that random mutation created the kinds of variations that allowed macroevolution to take place—is fatally flawed and could never have happened as Darwinists claim
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random’ theory of evolution though he provides no detail apart from the hint that living
things
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best for his critique of the modern evolutionary synthesis In spite of his opposition to neo
Darwinism Spetner proposes a form of non random evolution outlined in his 1996 book
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April 16th, 2019 - When prominent biologists claim that “evolution is a fact ” they are
stating a half truth that means far less than what they would like the public to believe The
theory of evolution—and it is just that a theory—states that the development of life is a
purely natural process driven by known mechanisms But this is simply not true
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April 14th, 2019 - and Information Put to Rest Dr Lee Spetner It is therefore not a valid
theory The evolution that has been observed to occur is driven not by random mutations
but by nonrandom genetic changes caused by transposable elements that are triggered by
stress on the organism Not by chance Shattering the Modern Theory of Evolution
Brooklyn
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March 19th, 2019 - Dr Spetner examines information and randomness in evolution in a
way that seriously challenges the modern theory of evolution Dr Spetner s Not By Chance
shows that The randomness of mutations essential to modern evolution theories cannot
account for a buildup of information through evolution
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